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MOVIE REVIEWS
ACTING

Kiechle brings out
your inner rockstar
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By Damon Sperber and
Diane Baker

Behind the VFXs of the
acclaimed film “Beasts”
Academy of Art University online students
and alumni attended an exclusive screening
and panel from Academy Award-nominated
film “Beasts of the Southern Wild”
By Kirsten Coachman
As a part of this year's
Summer Expo, Academy
of Art University online
students and alumni were recently treated to a screening
of the Academy Award-nominated film, “Beasts of the
Southern Wild” on June 27 at
Morgan Auditorium.
Prior to the screening,
attendees had the opportunity to hear from AAU's
own Catherine Tate, Ricardo
Marmolejo, Andrea Chen
and Anteneh Adamu about
their experience working on
the film.
“‘Beasts of the Southern
Wild,’ came to us and it was
one of those films that just
felt really good — just felt
right to do it,” AAU faculty member Catherine Tate
said during the panel. “They
first came to us and then
two years later, they actually
pulled it together and we
started working on. We had
no idea how far it would go.”
Joe McGuiggin / Academy of Art University

The film, which was
put together on a budget of
1.5 million dollars, received
recognition at both the
Sundance Film Festival and
the Cannes Film Festival,
then eventually went on to be
nominated for Best Picture at
the 2013 Academy Awards.
Recent Animation B.F.A.
graduate, Ricardo Marmolejo, was one of the VFX leads
on the film and spoke about
one of the ending shots, with
the Aurochs running behind
the girls, being a challenge to
work on.
“It was a pretty rough
and difficult shot,” he said.
“We had to make those little
pigs appear as if they were
running behind the girls.
It's not shot of green screen,
and we had to apply special
techniques to get Hushpuppy
(played by Academy Award
nominee, Quvenzhané Wallis) in front of the pigs and
everything. But in the end, I
think it worked pretty well.”
Animation M.F.A. grad-

uate, Andrea Chen, also discussed what her role working
on their film entailed.
“‘Beasts’ was my first
feature film, where I was the
only Production Coordinator
there,” she said. “It was a lot
of fun. They gave us stuff
that was completely unorganized everywhere. We had
things in batches that weren't
adding up, so I had to take
whatever they had given us
and figure out a way to give
it to the artists, the leads, so
they could understand what
they had to do and how to
do it.”
Even though it was a lot
of hard work pulled together during an unorthodox
schedule, one thing that each
of the panelists agreed on,
was that the experience they
gained was invaluable.
“It was a great experience
having the chance to not
only interact with our fellow
classmates, but also with the
director and the producer
and everybody else,” Marmolejo said. “We were the
means to which their vision
came to life. So in the end,
for me, learning about the
whole process, the pipeline,
understanding it, was just
amazing. It was really, really
valuable.”
Kirsten Coachman is the
Assignment Editor for the
Academy of Art University
newspaper. Tweet her at
@AAUPaperGirl1.
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Suzanne Kiechle has
been teaching voice in Los
Angeles, Calif. for almost
40 years and has been an
instructor for the School of
Acting at the Academy of Art
University since Spring 2012.
From opera to pop and
Broadway to rock, Kiechle
has coached Tony winnersJane Lanier, John Rubenstein
and Donna Bullock for "Ragtime" on Broadway as well as
nominees, Christina Applegate ("Sweet Charity") and
Valarie Pettiford ("Fosse").
Working with actors,
singers, dancers, songwriters for motion pictures and
television, recording artists
and the Broadway stage is a
passion that inspires Kiechle
on a daily basis. She prepares
singers and actors for auditions in L.A. and New York.
Her students can be seen performing all over the world.
Kiechle's list of students
reads like a who's who of

CITY LIFE
By Kirsten Coachman
Ah, summertime. There’s so
much to see and do in this
lovely city of San Francisco.
Check out my pick below
that will allow you to experience some culture, but won’t
leave a huge dent in your
wallet.
» Place to go: $5 Thursday
Nights at The Asian Art
Museum.

On Thursday, July 11,
from 5 p.m. – 9 p.m. you can
purchase a ticket for just $5
(regularly $12).

Hollywood and Broadway
stars, including Zooey Deschanel ("New Girl"), Emily
Deschanel ("Bones"), Ellen
Barkin ("Fear and Loathing
in Las Vegas"), Amanda
McBroom ("The Rose"),
Carol Lawrence (the original
Maria in "West Side Story"),
Mariska Hargitay ("Law &
Order"), Amy Brenneman
("Private Practice"), Judith Light ("Ugly Betty")
and Michael Steele of The
Bangles, to name a few.
If you are an aspiring
rock star, or you simply want
to improve those morning
concerts in your shower,
enroll in one of Suzanne
Kiechle's online courses for
the School of Acting at AAU.
The classes are
open to all students, not
just Acting majors.
act 166.ol: Singing 1: Vocal
Technique (Expanding the
voice as an instrument for
both singing and speaking.
act 266.ol: Singing 2:
The Power of Performance
(Developing singing skills
for both performance and
audition.)
act 625.ol: ms: Vocal
Production (Techniques
for strengthening the vocal
instrument for both singing
and speaking.)
Coming soon: act 366.ol:
Singing 3: Musical Theatre
Scene Study

The band will release
their new self-titled EP on
Wind-up Records this Tuesday, July 9. You can download the first single, “Hurricane,” for free at http://
midnightcinemaofficial.
tumblr.com.

Jo Lawry, Judith Hill and Lisa Fischer in “20 Feet from Stardom.”

Head out to AT&T
Park on Wednesday, July
24 for Industry Night with
the San Francisco Giants.
Not only do you get to see
the SF Giants take on the
Cincinnati Reds; from
5 p.m. – 7 p.m., enjoy a
pre-game party in Seals
Plaza, featuring top local DJ
talent and a full-host bar.

By Kirsten Coachman

We hear their voices on some
of the most recognizable records in
music, yet none of these singers are
considered to be household names.
Directed by Morgan Neville, “Twenty
Feet From Stardom” puts a spotlight
on some of the most talented background singers as they share their experiences — for better or for worse —
about working in the music industry.
The Blossom's Darlene Love
candidly discussed her working
relationship with producer Phil
Spector, who at one point went as

far to buy the singer’s contract with
another label, to keep her voice on
his records. Love's voice was used fuel
the success of The Crystals, including
their number one hit, “She’s a Rebel.”
Preacher’s daughter, Merry
Clayton, who sang backup for Ray
Charles, as one of The Raelettes,
spoke about being woken up in the
middle of the night to record vocals on the Rolling Stones’ huge hit,
“Gimme Shelter.” Listening to Clayton recall the story about showing up
to the studio with curlers in hair and
in her pajamas to record the song's
controversial lyrics, “Rape! Murder!

Darlene Love in “20 Feet from Stardom.”
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WELLNESS BY DREY

Paying to stay awake
By Andrea Rocha

Joe McGuiggin / Academy of Art University
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Stepping into the well-deserved spotlight

» Thing to do: Industry Night
with the San Francisco Giants.

» Music to hear: Midnight
Cinema live at Café du Nord.

On Tuesday, July 23,
Clayton Stroope, Drew
Cribley and Paul Niedermier
formerly of the Gold selling
Bay Area band, Thriving
Ivory, are set to make their
debut as Midnight Cinema
with a special hometown
show at Café du Nord.

20 FEET FROM STARDOM

Did you know that energy drink
sales from 2011 to 2012 grew by 14
percent, which is a greater increase
than any other beverage category?
Also, between 2007 and 2011, emergency room visits correlated to energy
drink consumption nearly doubled
from 10,000 to 21,000, according
to a recent study by USC School of
Medicine.
Not all energy drink consumption result in worse case scenario sit-

uations, but here are some important
facts to take in consideration before
you reach for that Red Bull:
• Chugging an energy drink raises
your blood pressure by an average
of 3.5 points- which can prove
trouble for those with an underlying heart condition
• Surprise: caffeine is the most active
ingredient ranging from 50mg to a
crazy 215mg (a cup of eight ounce
coffee is 100mg) .
• Energy drinks have been known to
pack 62 grams of sugar or get this,

It's just a shot away,” was one of the
most engaging moments of the film.
One of the film’s most compelling singers is Lisa Fischer. While her
contemporaries believe she should
be one of the biggest stars in music,
the Grammy Award-winning singer represents a unique perspective
of being content with being out of
the spotlight and simply singing
alongside her peers in the business.
Currently on tour with the Rolling Stones and Sting, Fischer finds
the beauty in blending sounds to
boost the overall performance.
There's one singer in the film,
whose voice many might recognize
from this past season of NBC’s “The
Voice.” Judith Hill had the opportunity of a lifetime, being able to
work with Michael Jackson while
he prepared for his “This Is It” tour.
His untimely death put Hill in the
spotlight during his memorial service, as she sang “Heal The World,”
from Jackson’s album, “Dangerous.”
Hill recognizes that her career
is at a musical crossroads. While
she embraces opportunities to sing
back up for some of the greatest
singers around, like Stevie Wonder,
she also recognizes that must continue to move forward if she wants
15 ½ teaspoons in a 16 ounce can,
which can easily weight out to 250
extra calories in your diet.

Here are some more facts on energy
drinks that you may not be aware of:
• When you are aiming to stay
awake: When hungry, cut back
on the carbs and instead, go for a
protein packed meal, like tuna over
a salad of spinach. Carbs increase
you body’s production of serotonin,
which aids in sleep promotion.
• Thirst is often the underlying cause
for feeling tired. Keeping hydrated
through out the day, every day, is
the key - not just drinking when
you are thirsty. You may find this
to be an easy and safe solution to

20 Feet from
Stardom

Documentary. Starring Darlene Love,
Merry Clayton, Lisa Fischer, Táta Vega
and Judith Hill. Directed by Morgan
Neville. (PG-13. 90 minutes.)

to seriously pursue her solo career.
What’s great about this film
is that the subject of background
singers in the music industry is
one that hadn’t been talked about
in the past. To hear the singers
in this film be praised by Bruce
Springsteen, Mick Jagger and Sting
really shows the appreciation that
the industry’s stars have for their
background singers’ craft. Plus, as
a music fan, getting to learn about
this community of singers and the
experiences they’ve been through
is nothing short of awe-inspiring.
Kirsten Coachman is the Assignment
Editor for the Academy of Art University newspaper. Tweet her at
@AAUPaperGirl1.
beating the yawns.

• Are you ready for this? Regular ex-

ercise has shown to increase energy
and reduce fatigue. In other words:
activity is a key to fighting fatigue.

If you desperately need a pick-me-up,
try this energy and antioxidant boost:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 cup boiling water
2 green tea bags
1 yerba mate tea bag
1 ½ agave , honey or sugar
2 tablespoons lemon juice
ice cubes
fresh mint ( if desired)

Andrea Rocha is the Director of
Campus Recreation & Wellness.

